Roller Blind System Silent Gliss 4830

Silent Gliss
Roller Blind Systems

The Silent Gliss Advantage
The roller blinds clean lines complement modern
architecture and interior design perfectly. They allow
maximum shading with minimum window obtrusion.
Quality and warranty
The materials used are high quality and UV resistant
for sustained functionality and appearance over time.
Extensive testing of our high quality products allows us
the confidence to offer a 5 year warranty.
Precision
Experienced specialists assemble every system to
guarantee perfect fabric roll on and off day after day.
Size
Whether bigger is better or small is sublime, our range
offers the perfect solution for every need.
Ease of operation
Spring operated, elegant metal chain or motor –
our systems function at the highest level possible.
Experience the Silent Gliss difference.
Easy installation and maintenance
Click-in brackets provide total flexibility for installation
in every situation. Enjoy “plug and play” with the
practical installation profile.

The Range
Silent Gliss offers the most comprehensive and
technically advanced roller blind range available.
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Manually Operated
Roller Blind Systems
Spring operated systems
Built-in speed regulator for controlled fabric speed and
stop controller to allow the roller blind to be stopped in
every position.

Chain operated systems
Various models enable the perfect solution for every
need in matter of size and fabric weight. All roller blinds
have the smooth operation through the high precision
chain drive in common.

Smoothness at its Best
All Silent Gliss roller blinds are optimised for a smooth
and easy blind movement.

While standard systems are optimised for upward
or downward movement, the Silent Gliss 4910 has
a sophisticated inbuilt spring technique enabling an
equal and unreached smooth lifting and lowering of the
blind – in every possible size. What is comfortable with
smaller size blinds becomes a huge advantage with
larger systems.

Silent Gliss 4905 –
The Colour Statement
Small, trendy and colourful – the system Silent Gliss 4905
discreetly adapts to every room design.
Small is beautiful
The system features elegant click-in brackets (Easy-Fit),
a slim tube and a discreet bottom bar. It fits perfectly
into smaller window frames without appearing obtrusive.

Add a splash of colour
A great system and great colours! All the hardware
parts can be produced colour matched across a wide
range of colours. The blind will perfectly fit to almost
any interior design scheme.

The Colour Range
The system Silent Gliss 4905 is available in the following
colour range.
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Electrically Operated
Roller Blind Systems
The choice for highest demands in comfort and
automation for domestic or commercial purposes.
Variety of models
The variety of models with different motorisation
guarantees the best possible solution for every need.
Depending on size and weight of the system, we can
always offer the most efficient model.
Silent Gliss tubular motors
The Silent Gliss motors guarantee a smooth, reliable,
fast and silent operation of every roller blind. Features
like integrated radio receiver, easy programming mode,
soft stop and intermediate stops are just on top.

Silent Gliss remote controls
All electric operated Silent Gliss systems can be operated
with the remote control system Silent Gliss 9940.
From the easy one-system controller, up to the
sophisticated programmable multi channel solution,
you can choose what you need. Additional sensors are
available to give you yet another option allowing your
system to be controlled by daylight.

The Appearance
Compact design
The compact and elegant design of parts enables
maximum window coverage, with a minimal light gap.
Particularly important for side by side installations.
Elegant finish
The option of metallic design brackets offer a
sophisticated finish to enhance and add value to every
roller blind system.

Metallic design
When combined with the matching installation profile,
round bottom bar and end caps the result is in an
elegant, coordinated and timeless look.

Choose your favourite bottom bar
The choice of various bottom bar designs and end caps
ensures the system adjusts perfectly to every room
design.

Further Options and
Advantages
Side-by-side installation
This option allows operation of two roller blinds together
(eg. one motor for two blinds).
Side guides
For sloped situations and roller blinds exposed to wind
or heavy ventilation, the side guides avoid unwanted
moving of the fabric.

Easy-Fit
Some systems can simply be clicked into the brackets
for an easy and fast installation.

Special solutions
Silent Gliss has many years of experience installing
blinds in challenging environments. Please contact
Silent Gliss if you have an installation that requires a
customised solution.
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For full product details and specifications please refer to the relevant Silent Gliss technical catalogue.

The Fabrics
The fabric is as important as the hardware when it
comes to the quality of a roller blind. Only technically
advanced and perfectly produced fabrics guarantee
crease free roll on and off.
Silent Gliss fabric collection
A wide range of fabric styles and colours can be found
in the Silent Gliss collection. By choosing one of these
specially tested fabrics you can be assured of a perfect
blind.
Most of our fabrics are Oeko-Tex certified and fire
retardant. We provide solar, heat and accoustic
coefficients so that you know exactly what to expect in
terms of light, glare and heat control.
Digital printing
Why not have your own design on your roller blinds?
With modern digital printing we can realise your ideas
whatever they may be.

Colorama fabrics
Available in two transparencies and 40 colours, this
state of the art fabric range brings all the technical
characteristics needed, while looking very decorative
and soft.

Screen fabrics
Available in different styles and designs, with aluminium
backing and various openness factors (transparencies),
our wide range of screen fabrics are optimised for
perfect hanging, even for larger sized roller blinds.

Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of motorised and manual curtain and blind systems in the
high quality market. We offer our customers the very best in terms of quality, design, technology,
service and individuality. Our core competence is innovation – inspired and driven by customer needs.
A team of highly skilled and experienced professionals work on new developments as well as on the
improvement of existing products. With committed customer support teams, Silent Gliss provides an
extensive range of services including technical advice, fitting services and maintenance all around
the world.

www.silentgliss.at
www.silentgliss-cee.com
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